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Abstract. Over the past few decades coastal cities around the world 
have grown at an incredible rate. With this growth have come major 
challenges relating to land use planning, social relationships, econom-
ic development, bio diversity and the ecological footprint. Three forc-
es are working to influence the growth rate in coastal cities. They in-
clude: -population growth (i.e. the type and quantity of human demand 
for land); the existing and future properties of the land (i.e. current 
land status or changes due to nature and human activities); and finally 
technical changes to a land system (i.e. rezoning or the influence of 
other external factors).  The goal of this research was to determine 
whether a planning framework could model the three (population 
growth; the existing and future properties of land and technical chang-
es to a land system) variables in order to assist smaller councils under-
taking long term land use planning decisions.  The test site for the re-
search was the City of Portland in western Victoria, Australia. 
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1. Introduction to the study area 

The City of Portland is located in the South Western section of the Australi-

an state of Victoria approximately 360 kilometers west from Melbourne. 

Portland is the major residential and commercial centre for Glenelg Shire 

with an approximate population of 10,000 people and is the oldest European 

settlement in Victoria being founded in 1815. Portland and its location with 

respect to the rest of Victoria are shown in Figure 1.  

The population of Portland grew by 4.1% (373) between 2001 and 2010. 

The dominance of the township in the regional economy is evidenced by the 

shares of employment in different sectors. The Portland area accounted for 
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66% of the jobs in the Glenelg Shire, and dominates all job categories (not 

including agriculture).  

As the major regional centre and retail and service hub, it accounts for 

83% of manufacturing jobs, 83% of transport and logistics jobs, 75% of re-

tail jobs, 70% of health services jobs and 76% of business services jobs. 

 

Figure 1 Portland location with respect to the rest of Victoria (taken from Herron, 2012) 

Portland’s major industries are; aluminium smelting, heavy engineering 

(for port and renewable energy projects), transport, port functions, and ferti-

liser manufacture. The Port of Portland exports mainly woodchips, but also 

aluminium, mineral sands, grain, live sheep and cattle. 

There are a number of major issues in relation to development in Portland 

and these include: the development of the port and smelter; planning of in-

dustrial areas; expansion in retail and tourism. The Portland Bay develop-

ment is critical to the future of the area. 

2.  Planning models and sustainable planning 

“A model is graphical, mathematical (symbolic), physical, or verbal 

representation or simplified version of a concept, phenomenon, rela-

tionship, structure, system, or an aspect of the real world.” 

(www.businessdictionary.com 2011) 

Planning has been defined as, “a conceptual system” (Chadwick 1971). To-

day’s land systems are complex natural economic systems consisting of en-

vironmental, economic and social factors. 

“Three primary reasons have been identified as catalysts for land use 

change including: 

 The type and quantity of human demand for land; 

 The existing and future properties of the land  which can alter 

or change due to nature and human activities; and 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/representation.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/version.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/concept.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/relationship.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/relationship.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/structure.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/system.html
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 Technical change which leads to a land system change. This 

catalyst is best illustrated through the current and future im-

pact of climate change on land”(Herron 2012)  

The question facing today’s town planner is how to better understand the 

complexities and variables that comprise the land use planning discipline. 

One method to better understand the complexities and variables is to model 

them or simulate them so as to gain a greater insight into how the various 

factors are interrelated. 

There are many forms of land use planning models. The main categories 

are: GIS based models; Econometric type integrated models; Simulation in-

tegrated models; Dynamic simulation models; Integrated land use / transpor-

tation models; and Global level simulation models. 

Models have been classified according to three basic purposes: 

 Descriptive models that categorize and relate much about the inner workings 

of the urban environment that affect its structure; 

 Projection models involving relationships between variables; and 

 Normative models where the planner sets up a series of goals and from these 

goals develop a series of measurable objectives. (Briousald 2010) 

Land Use models (Figure 2) can represent a range of topics including: 

Land classification; Land structure and analysis; Land evaluation; Land po-

tential productivity; Land carrying capacity; and Demand forecasting. 

 

Figure 2. A theoretical model highlighting the components in a land use planning model. 
Source: (Victoria Department of Primary Industry 2007) 
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3. The Portland Planning Model. What is it? And what does the model 

contain? 

The Portland Land Use Model is comprised of a series of four sub models 

that included models for: soils and agricultural production; settlement; popu-

lation growth and environmental and climate change. Each sub model works 

in conjunction with the other three sub models and other factors (i.e. Exter-

nal Factor Evaluation Matrix; Internal Factor Evaluation Matrix; Scenarios 

and Quantitative Strategic Planning Matrix) to produce a final result relating 

to residential, rural, industrial or commercial land use. 

A series of data sets were used in the construction of Portland Model they 

included: 

 

Figure 3 Portland Land Use Model and its Sub Models Source:(Herron 2012) 

3.1. CONSTRAINTS 

In addition to the four sub models the Portland Integrated Land Use Model 

has incorporated a series of legal and physical constraints to reflect the cur-

rent planning landscape and legal framework.  

The model mechanisms (i.e. External Factor Evaluation Matrix; Internal 

Factor Evaluation Matrix; Scenarios and to Quantitative Strategic Planning 

Matrix) allow for the weighting of variables and scenarios for forecasting fu-
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ture demand. This analytical approach and capability was impossible before 

the development of the model as will be discussed in the next section.   

In addition to the four sub models the Portland Integrated Land Use 

Model has incorporated a series of legal and physical constraints to reflect 

the current planning landscape and legal framework.  

3.2. FORMER SITING PRACTICES 

The former siting practice or methodology used by the City of Portland in-

volved a database of vacant lots showing the location, size of lot, zoning and 

overlay structure. The database provided a static picture of the existing Port-

land Landuse. Planners could not model future demand or allocate current 

land to proposed projects to determine the suitability or viability of a pro-

posal. These constraints lead to the development of the GIS based Portland 

planning model. 

 

Figure 4. Portland land use model (takenHerron 2012) 

As show in Figure 4 the final version of the model incorporated demo-

graphic, environmental, population data with forecasting and modeling tools.  

To test the validity of the model three land use scenarios were developed in-

cluding a residential scenario, an industrial estate development, and the ur-

ban design framework for the CBD of Portland. For this discussion only the 

industrial estate development will be elaborated upon. 
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4. Real life examples of the model in use as opposed to current planning 

practices 

4.1. OVERVIEW OF THE INDUSTRIAL LANDSCAPE OF PORTLAND 

Portland has 1,185 hectares of land zoned for industry most of this supply is 

zoned Industrial 2. Portland has a series of infrastructure and natural con-

straints impacting on this land. These constraints have restricted the devel-

opment in the Portland CBD and in the Greater Portland area. Figure 5 show 

the physical infrastructure constraints (i.e. the water and sewage constraints 

which are limiting the growth corridors.   

 

Figure 5. Portland Infrastructure Constraints (taken from Herron, M., 2011) 

 
As shown in Figure 5 Portland suffers water and sewage constraints 

across a large portion of the Greater Portland area. Industrial buffers in con-

junction with flooding, represents another major constraint on the expansion 

of Portland. Figure 6 illustrates both flooding and the requirements and ex-

tent of industrial buffers to reduce the impact of industrial activity on resi-

dential or commercial locations. 
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Figure 6 Portland Industrial Constraints (taken from Herron, M., 2011) 

Figure 6 shows both the flooding and industrial buffer constraints. As in-

dicated the southern expansion of Portland is stopped by the location of the 

Portland Smelter and its 1.5 kilometre industrial buffer. The south west re-

gion of Portland is one of the areas that are not impacted by flooding in Port-

land. The western and north expansion is affected by flooding, industrial 

buffers and sinks holes. As shown by the map three industrial buffers effec-

tively limit the northern expansion of Portland. The practical effect of the 

buffers and flood plain on the Portland Landscape is to restrict the process of 

infill. 

New development has to leap frog over the flooding and buffer barriers 

continually expanding the area of Portland. This continual lLeap frogging 

has tremendous infrastructure and servicing coasts. These costs can range as 

high as $16,000 per individual lot for just water and sewerage connection. 

Industrial regions in Portland have been contaminated with residential ex-

pansion. Over thirty percent of current industrial land stock has residential 

dwellings within buffer regions. The challenge would be to find a location 

not impacted by physical and natural constraints and not contaminated by 

residential expansion. 

4.2. THE INDUSTRIAL LAND SCENARIO 

The industrial land scenario considers the current stock of industrial land and 

how it could be rezoned for the development of an industrial park in Port-

land. Today’s design criteria for industrial parks takes into consideration: (1) 
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Site layout and building orientations (2) Site coverage (3) Building setback 

and location (4) Car parking (5) Potential Environmental Constraints (6) In-

frastructure and Transportation concerns. 

The model highlights the key factors that are required for the siting of an 

industrial park. Critical for the success of an industrial park are the transport 

links and surrounding infrastructure. The criteria for an industrial park was 

imputed and compared existing vacant industrial taking into consideration 

physical and natural constraints.  This preliminary analysis produced 10 po-

tential sites.  The second part of the analysis examined the 10 potential sites 

validity over a future time span of twenty years. The reason for this second 

analysis was to ensure that a nominated site would not be affected by either 

future residential expansion, or be subject to future sea level rise or flooding 

as the result of climate change. Five sites of the ten initial sites had the po-

tential to be impacted by either sea level rise or flooding and were eliminated 

as potential industrial estate park locations. The five remaining potential in-

dustrial park sites were located across North and South Portland. Each of the 

nominated areas has the potential to grow and will not interfere with residen-

tial or commercial expansion in Portland. 

The model did not nominate an overall preferred site from the five loca-

tions identified. The model has the capability to do this function once the fi-

nal design and client requirements are input into the model. Criteria such as 

the actual size of the industrial park and specific transport and infrastructure 

requirements (i.e. high pressure water and triple phase electricity) have the 

ability to reduce or eliminate a number of identified locations, thus finishing 

with a single preferred industrial park site selection for consideration and 

development. This functionality is possible through the models ability to 

weight factors and scale them in preferential order. 

The goal of this research was to determine whether a planning framework 

could model various variables in order to assist smaller councils undertaking 

long term land use planning decisions.  The direct output generated from the 

Portland Land Use Model included: 

 Number and size of industrial lots 

 Location of the lot and its status of whether it was vacant or not 

 Its location and proximity to existing and proposed transport infrastructure 

and Current Physical and Future infrastructure and physical constraints  

 Current and Future Residential and heritage constraints and buffers 

The level and quality of the data supports the concept of a GIS based 

planning framework. Data overlays and data visualization provided by the 

GIS reduces the time to identify potential locations.  
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5.  Summary 

The process of locating potential industrial park sites was made quicker and 

more reliable through the use of the Portland Land Use model and the pro-

cess of data visualization. Before the advent of the Portland Land Use Model 

the process to identify and select potential industrial parks sites involved 

driving around the city looking at vacant land. No analysis was undertaken 

to justify whether or not a site could match a list of selection criteria, nor 

could various sites be ranked in order of preference against a prescribed cri-

teria. The concept of being able to forecast future land use demand and the 

impact future of physical constraints such as flooding and sea level rise was 

not possible in Portland until the advent of the Portland Land Use Model . A 

single preferred site can be generated by the Portland Land Use model with 

additional client specific criteria or requirements. The Portland Land Use 

Model and similar models provides small local governments in Australia the 

ability analyse the current land use planning practices 
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